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The Home Office has issued a memorandum to local fire

authorities throughout England and Wales indicating the

principles by which they should he guided in determining the war

establishment to he maintained in each area for the Auxiliary
Fire Service© It is anticipated that the settlement of the

v/ar establishment- of whole-time personnel on this basis will

result in considerable reductions of cost, in a number of areas*

Criticisms have been expressed of the numbers of

auxiliary firemen retained for whole-time paid service under

present conditions who are alleged no to be simply standing by*
The position is that, in the first instance,, the whole

Auxiliary Fire Service personnel available for duty was called
out, and that now, the organisation and establishment are in

process of being adapted to present conditions while keeping
future possibilities in view©

The principles now laid down are designed, while making
the maximum use of the services of part-time volunteers: to

secure that an adequate fire fighting force shall everywhere,
be maintained, the standard varying according to the size and the

.

sc&to of fire risks as well as to the varying degree of

vulnerability of the different areas concerned©

The basis of the organisation proposed is the division

of the emergency appliances available into "first line" and

"second line " units© The "first line" units would consist of

pumps always kept ready for action© "Second line" units v/ill

be pumps ready for action after an interval© If the "first
line" units are to be maintained in constant readiness, a

substantial number of men must be available wholetime, though
it is hoped that a. sufficient nucleus may be supplemented by
part-time volunteers otherwise engaged who would be available

for duty at short call© In the case of "second line" units,
which would be ready only after an interval, the smallest

possible number of whole-time men will be employed for the

purpose of maintenance., and to make it possible to bring the

appliances into action, the crews depending in the main on

part-time personnel v/ho will answer the call as soon as possible
when required©

Directions are given as to the maximum number of

full-time men who may be employed to form the crews of "first
line” units and the small nucleus crews of ''second line" units,
and fire authorities v/ill not be reimbursed by the Exchequer for

paid personnel exceeding the limits laid down©

Fire authorities have been asked to furnish returns

of the personnel now employed and to submit their proposals for

future organisation within the limits indicatedo In the
meantime, no further engagement of whole-time personnel is being
allowed nor are vacancies in the existing ranks of full-time
paid volunteers to be filled*

Every possible: help v/ill be given where necessary to
enablemen released or discharged "because their services are not

now required whole-time, to obtain other employments It is

hoped that, as a rule, they will continue as members of the

Auxiliary Fire. Service., and hold themselves in readiness for duty
at call when occasion arises*



In this connection, fire authorities have been asked,

to give particular attention to the need for releasing
skilled men who may be urgently required in view of their

special qualifications for munition work or other work of

national importance. Quite apart from the question of

reducing personnel, it is felt that such men should, not be

retained unnecessarily whole-time in the Auxiliary Fire

Service, though it is hoped that they may be able to render

part-time service in emergency.

It is ‘believed, that organisation on the lines laid

down will make it possible for fire authorities to maintain

a sufficient fire fighting force, with possibility of

expansion at need, and. at the same time avoid any unnecessary
expenditure of public money. It will be understood that

these instructions relate primarily to the whole-time paid
personnel. There will remain a wide field for the willing
service of part-time trained volunteers who may be expected
to play their part in time of emergency.
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